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PREFACE

During my years working as a chemical engineer in development laboratories, process engineering groups, and plant startup and support operations, the most frequently referenced documents were process flow diagrams (PFDs), which contain the material and energy balances and the basic process design information. Equally important were process and instrument diagrams (P&IDs), which contain details of all equipment, all controls, all instruments, and all lines (i.e., process, instrument, and utilities). Process simulation software is an excellent tool for producing high-quality PFDs, and when integrated with computer-aided design software, facilitates the production of P&IDs. There are several process simulation software systems available to the chemical engineering community, and Aspen Plus is arguably the most popular.

Teach Yourself the Basics of Aspen Plus™ evolved from two graduate courses that I taught at Stevens Institute of Technology over the past 20-odd years. The first course, ChE662, is an introduction to steady-state chemical process simulation, which is usually taken by graduate students and is organized around a series of workshops that introduce Aspen Plus functionality. Occasionally, undergraduates are enrolled and typically experience difficulties in the thermodynamics of phase equilibrium and parameter estimation, due to limitations in their undergraduate courses. The second course, ChE612, deals with the analysis and design of complex equilibrium stage processes and with difficult multicomponent problems such as, extractive distillation systems. Over time, the course evolved from the use of stand-alone two- and three-phase flashes, decantation, and two-phase distillation software, to their equivalent blocks in Flowtran and later, Aspen Plus.

The idea for this book originated from my observations of students in these courses. I noted that after an initial period dedicated to learning the basics of how to navigate, locate material, and enter data into Aspen Plus, students could proceed through the exercises, within the workshops, mostly on their own. I would give an introductory lecture for each subject studied, show examples, and provide individual help on the